
Dear friends of N-scale narrow gauge,

now it is done: the oil-tanker of Rhaetian Railway are on the track.
We have presented two specimen on International Toy Fair in Nuremberg this year, 
now we have the first models from the series ready to show. Totally we will have two 
different types with different lettering, each has 8 different roadnumbers, and you can 
choose yours from 4 different weathering-styles maximum. So there should be 
enough choice for every RhB-fan to find his preferred model.

Have much fun with reading our newsletter.
Yours
AB-Modell-Team

Orders/Pre-Orders

Prices and Rebates

Though we have changed the item-no. of our pro-
ducts your offers are still valid. All clients will get an 
actualized confirmation in the next days. Without your 
order, you will get your item in version „new“, 
depending on your order. 
Until 09-30-2017 we offer a special early-order-rebate 
of EUR 10,--* per model.
Until 12-31-2017 we offer an extra volume discount: 
for every tank-carriage ordered you get 1% discount 
(minimum 3 items ordered), maximum 5%**.

The Modeltypes

We will produce the carriage with modern JMR-trucks, after adding new mineral oil-
tanks on the frame, with lettering as Uah (since 1996) and as Za (since 2003). 
Both types appear mostly unchanged, but there are some differences in lettering.
The service-date is no more to be found on the frame but at the lower part of the oil-
tank. And the technical data, formerly at the frame too, is now part of the block at the 
lettering of the board. The numbers of the carriages stayed the same, but the lettering 
of the type changed: Uah was painted over with black colour and Za was added new. 
The warning-signs at the latter have been completed at the Za-type.
You will find all these changes at the models too.

The Weathering

The tank-carriages are not cleaned often and during their use for 
several years, they get weathered more and more. We offer, both 
Uah and Za in the following weathered versions:
- new: dark grey painting
- weathering grade 1: little rust at the oil-tank
- weathering grade 2: obvious rusty areas at the oil tank, sun-
   burnt grey colour, particles of dust and dirt at the chassis
- weathering step 3: rust and weathering at all of the model, in-
   cluding the lettering
In the picture below you find the standard-versions, which are to 
be found on the track too. Addionally we offer the Za-version in a 
brand-new painting too. Other versions on demand only.

Model of Za 8137

new technical block, service-date is at the oil-tank, 
no more lettering at the frame

Model of Uah 8140

former technical block, service data and technical 
data are written at the frame

        Model of Za 8139 - weathering 2 (medium)       Model of Za 8132 - weathering 3 (strong)

Model of Uah 8140 - no weathering (new)                                Model of Uah 8134 - weathering 1 (light)



The Varieties

On this page you can see 
the five varieties, which 
are offered as series from 
our company. Of course 
you can order any other 
variation too, if you like. 

You can choose your 
model from 8 different 
roadnumbers, # 8131 to 
8140, without 8135 and 
8138 (these are adver-
tizing-models).

All carriages are in scale 
1:160 and will roll on 
6,5mm-track (Nm) only.

Wheelsets are from metal 
and pointed in the trucks, 
which are 3-point-
mounted, for perfect 
positioning on the track.

Construction is made by  
N-Track company from 
the Netherlands.

eight different road-
numbers
Uah 8131 - 8140
(without 8135 / 8138)
painting anthracite grey
status as build in 1996 
with new oil-tank

eight different road-
numbers
Uah 8131 - 8140
(without 8135 / 8138)
painting dark grey 
weathering light 

Nm-018.0

Nm-018.1

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Uah 8131ff.

Uah 8131ff.

eight different road-
numbers
Za 8131 - 8140
(without 8135 / 8138)
grey/redbrown
weathering medium

eight different road-
numbers
Za 8131 - 8140
(without 8135 / 8138)
grey/rusty
weathering strong

eight different road-
numbers
Za 8131 - 8140
(without 8135 / 8138)
painting anthracite-
grey, without weathe-
ring, status as painted
new

Nm-018.2

Nm-018.3

Nm-018.4

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Za 8131ff.

Za 8131ff.

Za 8131ff.

Uah 8131ff. - 
anthracite
status new

Uah 8131ff. - 
dark grey
weathering light

Za 8131ff. - 
grey/redbrown
weathering medium

Za 8131ff. - 
grey/rusty
weathering strong

Za 8131ff. -
anthracite
status new

early-order-rebate 
until 09-30-2017:
per carr. EUR 10,--

volume-discount 
until 12-31-2017:
from the 3rd carr., 
1% per carriage, 
maximum 5%

EUR 194,00
Nm-018.0

EUR 199,00
Nm-018.1

EUR 209,00
Nm-018.2

EUR 219,00
Nm-018.3

EUR 194,00
Nm-018.4

fr. EUR 184,00

fr. EUR 174,80

Ausführung 

Preis

Art.-Nr.

As long as kits are available from N-Track.

Vorbestellung bis 
Reservation until
Réservation jusque

30.09.2017

Preis/price/prix

EUR  10,00*

max. 5%**

Mineraloiltransport on the

*

* Valid during early-order-phase only.
² Volume discount is offered for models of this 
   series only, from the 3rd model, maximum
   5%, counted with 1%per carriage. Valid 
   until 12-31-2017 only.
  (e.g.: 2 oilcars ordered = 0% discount
   e.g.: 4  = 4% 
   e.g.: 8  = 5% 
   maximum discount)

oilcars ordered discount
oilcars ordered discount,


